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8 of 8 review helpful So you were handed a prism without an instruction guide By Elizabeth McElroy I found myself 
in a completely unfamiliar and magical reality without the safety of clearly differentiated inner and outer experience 
The life I once knew became a shallow metaphor for what I now knew to be true reality My dreams became so vivid I 
could not distinguish them from reality as my reality became more and more From Spiritual Emergency to Healing 
and RebirthIncreasing numbers of people involved in personal transformation are experiencing spiritual emergencies 
mdash crises when the process of growth and change becomes chaotic and overwhelming Individuals experiencing 
such episodes may feel that their sense of identity is breaking down that their old values no longer hold true and that 
the very ground beneath their personal realities is radically shifting In many About the Author Stanislav Grof M D is a 
psychiatrist with more than thirty years of research experience in nonordinary states of consciousness He was born and 
educated in Prague Czechoslovakia and received an M D from Prague s Charles University 
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a modified extract from my members post 34 dated august 2 2015 dr j chiappalone my motto take it or leave it 
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at the very least your days of eating pacific ocean fish are over with updates  this post is by billy arcement med the 
leadership strategist he is a professional speaker consultant executive coach and author of three books and over 300 
textbooks boulder psychotherapy institute advanced training in applied existential psychotherapy aep an experiential 
psychodynamic gestalt approach o boulder colorado finland wasnt always at the top in international student 
achievement competitions the story of how they got there holds lessons for america 
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